Bennie Wheels

Authentic “Folsom Prison” era Johnny Cash
Keeping alive the memory of one of the greatest entertainers of all
time, Bennie Wheels delivers his “Walkin the Line” show. This is
the ultimate Tribute to Johnny Cash. A natural born entertainer and
trained powerhouse vocalist, Bennie awes Cash fans nationwide with
his authentic representation of The Man In Black in his “Folsom
Prison” era prime!.

KUDOS
“His vocal treatments, his bass-baritone voice
(even his speaking voice) was dead-bang on
Cash’s.”
–James L. Seay, Theatre Critic, Pamphlet
Press
“It was like having Johnny and June in the
room with us. You could hear a pin drop into
the sands of time. The audience was
captured.”
–Dave Chaos, Station Manager,
KNON Radio, Dallas, Texas
“I really enjoyed your singing, stage presence,
mannerisms and look...you’ve got it down.
‘June’ does a good job also! You, Bennie, have
star power.!”
–Bill Miller, Johnny Cash Radio

The show begins with the unmistakable “Boom-Chicka-Boom” signature
sound of The Man In Black. Bennie Wheels brings Johnny Cash back
to life with all the greatest
hits, and many forgotten
treasures, with the exact
sound everyone loves and
remembers. Venue lobbies
are filled with dozens of
folks whistling “Ring Of
Fire” during intermission.
Bennie is available for solo
performances or with
bands.
Bennie Wheels is, above
all, a true fan of Johnny
Cash and it shows when
he pours his heart and
soul into every
performance. Seeing is
believing, and when you go “Walkin’ The Line” with Bennie Wheels,
there’s no doubt that Johnny Cash’s spirit lives on.

“You guys do good...I‘m proud of what you do!
And Renee is ‘June’ all over again!”
–W.S. “Fluke” Holland, Johnny Cash’s
Drummer
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